Please remember that our fire code maximum occupancy is 100 persons. Seating capacity varies depending on the type of setup you require. Please contact our office with any questions.

**STANDARD SETUP:**
Seating for 42  [*NO ADDITIONAL FEE.*]

**CUSTOM SETUP 1 (THEATER):**
Seating up to 100  [*$50 FEE APPLIES.*]

**CUSTOM SETUP 2 (CLASSROOM):**
Seating up to 50  [*$50 FEE APPLIES.*]

**CUSTOM SETUP 3 (BANQUET):**
Seating up to 92  [*$50 FEE APPLIES.*]

*These diagrams are not to scale and are meant only to give suggestions and help you to better visualize our room and different setup possibilities. The fire code and max seating numbers are exact. For availability of additional tables and chairs to supplement any of these setups, please refer to the WAC information sheet. We can typically accommodate all custom setup requests when given 24-hours notice.*